We focus on a problem of locating recharging stations in one-way station based electric car sharing systems which operate under demand uncertainty. We model this problem as a mixed integer stochastic program and develop a Benders decomposition algorithm based on this formulation. We integrate a stabilization procedure to our algorithm and conduct a large-scale experimental study on our methods. To conduct the computational experiments, we developed a demand forecasting method allowing to generate many demand scenarios. The method was applied to real data from Manhattan taxi trips. We are able to solve problems with 100 to 500 scenarios, each scenario including 1000 to 5000 individual customer requests, under high and low cost values and 5 to 15 mins of accessibility restrictions, which is measured as the maximum walking time to the operating stations.
Introduction
The increasing number of privately owned cars causes significant amount of pollution, traffic congestion, and parking problems in urban cities. The private cars are usually parked for very long hours and their utilization rates are very low. The car sharing systems are based on shared usage of vehicles by multiple people and the utilization rate of these vehicles, usually owned by companies or organizations, are much higher compared to the private ones. They usually serve their users based on a subscription system and charge each usage by travelling distance or time. Due to this kind of pricing, the users tend to drive less and therefore, create less traffic. Together with the integration of environmental friendly vehicles, car sharing systems have a high potential of reducing these crucial urban problems.
The car sharing systems can be grouped into two categories as station based and free floating depending on whether the customers are required to visit certain stations or not. In station based systems, where the customers need to visit stations to pick-up and drop the cars, two types of trips can be observed: i) round trips which force to leave the cars to the stations that they were taken from and ii) one-way trips where the cars can be dropped at stations different than the originating one. One-way systems provide more flexibility to the users but requires a more sophisticated management as otherwise there might be significant load imbalances at stations. In free-floating systems, the cars can be parked anywhere within a pre-defined zone and customers can pick the cars from wherever they are parked. Although they are more attractive from a flexibility perspective, free floating systems do not guarantee an available parking space to the users at the end of their trips and the cars need to be parked with at least a certain level of fuel or battery. Moreover, these systems in general require relocation of cars in order to balance the availability at different parts of the city and to perform refuelling/recharging operations.
In this work, we focus on design of a one way electric car sharing system that needs to be operated under demand uncertainty. We assume that the users will be served with a fleet of identical electric cars. Our main goal is to decide on the location and number of stations with limited capacities and the initial level of cars at each station to operate the system in order to maximize the expected profit of the operating company. The expected profit is equal to the expected revenue obtained from served customers minus the fixed cost of opening stations and possession cost of cars. The electric cars have a shorter range than the conventional cars and the recharging operations take much longer. Therefore, the location of stations plays a crucial role in service quality. Knowing this fact, we develop exact methods to design a system that takes into account accessibility of users to located stations, availability of a car at the departure station, and availability of an empty spot at the arrival station for forecasted customer requests. We measure accessibility by the walking distance from origin and destination points, in other words, a station is accessible by a customer if their origin and destination points are within a certain walking distance to some operating stations.
We consider general capacities (non-identical) for stations and assume that the number of charging units is equal to the number of parking spots at the stations. The cars are plugged as soon as they are parked to a station and they are recharged until full battery capacity before being available for the next customer.
We aim to solve large scale problems of locating recharging stations without aggregation of demand. In order to represent uncertainty in demand, we consider multiple scenarios with occurrence probability. Each scenario consists of a certain number of customer requests and each request is associated with an origin node, a destination node, and a starting time. The problem under consideration requires decisions on the number and location of stations, the number of cars available at each station, the customers to be served, the stations they need to visit, and the time of each visit.
We formulate this problem as a two stage stochastic programming model and develop a Benders decomposition algorithm based on its deterministic equivalent. In order to test our methods, we develop a demand forecasting method that uses historical data to generate new requests. We evaluate the performance of our algorithm under different parametric and structural settings by using problem instances obtained from a real taxi trip data of Manhattan. From the experimental studies we conducted on the formulation, we observe that the average linear programming relaxation (LP) gap of the formulation is less than 0.5% on the instances tested. Moreover, a partial relaxation of the formulation provides the same objective value with the original model for most problems with an average gap less than 0.01% in our test bed. We further strengthen our Benders method with a stabilization procedure, which improve the average performance of our algorithm, especially, on instances with larger number of scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a brief summary of the related works in the literature. In Section 3, we provide a mathematical description of our problem with some notation and provide the details of our mixed integer programming formulation. Section 4 presents the results of the computational study we conducted on our formulation and its relaxations. We dedicate Section 5 to a brief summary of the classical Benders decomposition method, its adaptation to pure integer programming (IP) problems in the literature, and a detailed description of the Benders algorithm that we propose. Section 6 follows with the computational study on our Benders algorithm and a stabilized version of it. In this section, we also explain our demand forecasting method. We conclude in Section 7 with a summary of our results and perspectives on future research.
Related works
The current studies in the car sharing literature mostly focus on tactical and operational level decision problems. Tactical and operational level problems concerning electric vehicles already attracted attention in logistics systems and several studies in the literature focused on different variants of electric vehicle routing problems [25, 27, 42, 41] . Within the context of car sharing systems, the most commonly considered problem is the relocation of cars to increase availability in high demand areas and avoid surplus of cars at the low demand points [4, 15, 18, 21, 34, 37, 38, 43, 32, 11] . On the other hand, the car sharing literature is relatively sparse in terms of the studies that focus on strategic level decision problems involving location of stations [12] .
Optimal location of stations in one-way car sharing systems is first addressed by Correia and Antunes [23] . The authors propose a mixed integer programming formulation that maximizes the profit of the operator by considering several cost and revenue factors. They compare the model, which enforces service via closest stations to origins and destinations, under three service strategies: (i) The operator has the possibility to decide on which customer requests to serve without any restriction (ii) all requests have to be served (iii) the operator can reject a request only if there is no car available at the starting station. The experiments on a real data from Lisbon, Portugal, show that serving all customers might decrease the profit significantly. Later, Correia et al. [24] extend the formulations of Correia and Antunes [23] to a more flexible system where the assumption of service through closest stations is relaxed. The experiments in the latter study reveal that this kind of flexibility increased the profit of the operator together with the introduction of vehicle stock information.
In addition to the optimization models mentioned above, a discrete event simulation based model that analyzes the impact of strategy changes in car sharing systems is introduced by Fassi et al. [26] . The strategies considered include opening new stations, increasing station capacities, merging or splitting stations. The model is evaluated on a car sharing data from Montreal, Canada.
Location of recharging stations in electric car sharing systems is first studied by Boyacı et al. [10] . The authors focus on a multi-objective problem that combines strategic and tactical decisions in a one-way electric car sharing system. The first objective is to maximize the net profit of the operating company and the second objective is to maximize the net benefit of the clients. The authors propose a mixed integer linear programming formulation for solving this problem but due to the intractability of this formulation caused by the large number of relocation variables, they employ an aggregated demand structure and assumed that the charging periods are provided as input parameters. The proposed method is tested on a real data from Nice, France.
In a recent paper, Ç alık and Fortz [16] focus on location of stations in a one-way electric car sharing where the demand is known in advance. The problem includes decisions on location and number of the stations, initial level of cars at operated stations, the subset of requests to serve, and their service routes. The authors provide a mathematical formulation that maximizes the profit of the operator by taking into account the revenue obtained from the served demand and the fixed costs of stations and car purchases. They conduct experiments on large scale problem instances obtained through a real data of Manhattan (New York, USA) taxi trips. In this paper, we extend the mathematical formulation of Ç alık and Fortz [16] to the case where there is uncertainty in demand and based on this formulation, we develop a decomposition algorithm that can solve large scale problems in reasonable amount of time. Another recent paper by Biesinger et al. [7] provides a bi-level heuristic algorithm that aims to find the location of recharging stations and the initial number of cars in an electric car-sharing system. The algorithm is tested on real-world instances from Vienna, Austria.
We are also aware of a few recent works [14, 13] that focus on heuristic methods for location of stations in electric car sharing systems. Among them, Brandstätter et al. [14] consider a system with perfect demand information. The authors provide integer programming formulations and construction heuristics which maximize the profit under budget constraints. They conduct experiments on randomly generated grid-graph instances and instances from Vienna (relatively larger in size). Brandstätter et al. [13] extend the methods of Brandstätter et al. [14] to the case with demand uncertainty where demand is represented by multiple scenarios. They consider a maximum walking time of five minutes and seven scenarios in their experiments on the Vienna instances. The model is tested on small-size grid-graph instances (maximum 100 requests, 50 stations, 5 scenarios) and a reduced version of the Vienna instances (1060 requests, 201 stations, 7 scenarios). With this model, most instances are solved to optimality within the one-week time limit enforced by the authors.
Other than the car sharing systems, location of charging stations were also considered for private electric vehicles and urban taxi providers. The literature is relatively denser for these type of problems and it is possible to find both exact solution methodologies [31, 45, 20, 3, 19, 1, 2, 39] and heuristic approaches [33, 35, 44] for location of public charging units.
Problem definition and formulation
In this section, we present a formal definition and a mathematical formulation of our problem. Given a city network G = (V, A) with arc set A, node set V , and set of potential stations J ⊂ V , we are required to select a subset J of J and locate an initial number of cars to the selected stations in order to satisfy a part of the customer demand represented by multiple scenarios consisting of individual requests. Each request must be served by a car available at a station accessible from the origin node at the time of departure and the car should be left at an arrival station accessible from the destination of the request with a free parking/charging spot at the time of arrival. Additionally, the battery consumption between the departure and the arrival stations assigned to a request should not exceed the battery level of the car and the total length (time) of the trip from the origin node to the destination should not be larger than a given threshold ∆ k for request k. The travelling time and the energy consumption for each request are computed based on the shortest path between the departure and arrival stations allocated. One can also consider the case where these values are known explicitly for each request. A car that completes its service is plugged into a charger at its arrival station and it does not become available until the beginning of the first period after it has full battery level. For any scenario, the total number of cars (available or being charged) at a station should not exceed the capacity of that station at any time. The objective of the problem is to maximize the total expected profit that is equivalent to the total expected revenue obtained from the requests served minus the total cost of stations selected and cars owned.
Before going into the details of our mathematical formulation, we provide an initial set of parameter definitions used throughout the paper here.
• V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of nodes.
• J = {1, . . . , m} is the set of potential stations where J ⊂ V .
• f j is the fixed cost of locating a station on vertex j ∈ J.
• g is the cost of having a car.
• C j is the capacity of station j ∈ J.
• T = {0, . . . , τ } is the set of time slots (identical length)
• S = {1, 2, . . . , |S|} is an index set corresponding to the scenarios.
• q s is the probability that scenario s ∈ S will occur.
• K s is the set of requests in scenario s ∈ S, with origin
• δ ij is the battery usage on the way from station i ∈ J to station j ∈ J.
• β is the restriction on the battery usage for each car.
• d ij is the travel time from station i ∈ J to station j ∈ J.
• d w ij is the walking distance from node i ∈ V to node j ∈ S.
• β w is the maximum walking distance between the origin (destination) points of requests and the departure (arrival) stations they are assigned to.
• ∆ k is the maximum length that a route assigned to customer k can have.
We formulate our problem as a two stage stochastic program, in which location of stations and initial number of cars at each station are the first stage decisions whereas the requests served within each scenario and allocation of stations to the requests are second stage decisions. In this paper, we focus on the deterministic equivalent of our model. We propose a path based formulation with a set of decision variables associated with the paths (ordered list of stations to visit) allocated to the requests.
We initially apply a pre-processing procedure to generate a set H k of all feasible paths (trips) for each request k ∈ K. A path is feasible if it satisfies the accessibility, total length, and battery restrictions. Define S s = k∈Ks H k for scenario s ∈ S and H = k∈K H k = s∈S S s , then for each h ∈ H, we know the stations to visit on the trip (P h ) together with the time of visit, the amount of time required to recharge the car at the arrival station, thus, the time slot that the car will be Figure 1 : Feasible trips generated for a single request ready for another customer. We illustrate this procedure for a single request on a simple example in Figure 1 . In this example, two feasible trips are illustrated for request k. Both trips start at station j 1 and one ends at station j 2 whereas the other one ends at station j 3 .
Our methods can be easily adapted to more challenging variants of our problem with slight modifications on this pre-processing procedure. One of these variants allows customers to visit intermediate stations when it is not possible to serve a request without recharging the battery or changing the car due to the large distance between the origin and destination nodes. We present a pseudo-code of our pre-processing procedure for this generalized case in Algorithm 1, but we do not consider visits to intermediate stations in our computational results as we focus on the application inside cities where it is unlikely to have these type of requests. Another possible extension would be to consider time dependent travelling times and energy consumptions in the problem.
After the pre-processing, we retrieve the following parameters:
• b t hj = 1 if the car used for trip h ∈ S s of scenario s ∈ S exits station j ∈ J at time t ∈ T , 0 otherwise.
• µ t hj = 1 if the car used for trip h ∈ S s of scenario s ∈ S is being recharged at station j ∈ J at time t ∈ T , 0 otherwise.
• λ t hj = 1 if the charging of the car used for trip h ∈ S s of scenario s ∈ S is completed at station j ∈ J at time t ∈ T , 0 otherwise. Then, we define the following decision variables for our formulation:
• u h = 1 if trip h ∈ S s of scenario s ∈ S is chosen, 0 otherwise.
• L ts j is the number of available cars at station j ∈ J at the beginning of time t ∈ T for scenario s ∈ S.
• L 0 j is the number of available cars at station j ∈ J at time 0. 
H k ← ∅;
5:
for j = 1 to m :
P 1 ← ∅;
11:
Insert i to P 1 as the departure station;
12:
Insert j to P 1 as the arrival station;
13:
14:
15:
for h = 1 to |H k | do 16: for u = 1 to m : u / ∈ P h do 17:
l is follower of i in P h+u ;
19:
if δ iu < β and δ ul < β 20: if inserting u after i does not violate ∆ k
21:
Insert u after i in P h+u ;
22:
P ← P ∪ P h+u ; 23:
S s ← S s ∪ H k ;
25:
H ← H ∪ H k ;
26: return S 1 , . . . S |S| , H, P ;
• y j = 1 if a station is located at vertex j ∈ I, 0 otherwise. Now, we can write our path based formulation PF as follows:
The objective function (1) maximizes the expected profit. The first term in this function gives the expected revenue obtained by serving the customers, the second term is the total fixed cost of opened stations, and the third term is total cost of car possession.
By Constraints (2), a customer is served with at most one trip and by Constraints (3) every station on a selected trip is forced to be opened.
For each scenario, Constraints (4)-(8) ensure the following restrictions: Constraints (4) restrict the number of cars leaving a station with the number of available cars at that station for each time slot. Constraints (5) ensure that the capacity of each station is respected, so that parking a car is not allowed if there is no free space at the station. Constraints (6) balance the number of cars at each station at each time slot. Constraints (7) initialize the number of cars available for each station and Constraints (8) restrict this number with the capacity of that station for each time zone.
Finally, Constraints (9)- (11) give the non-negative integrality and binary restrictions.
In the following section, we present the test results on our formulation PF, its LP relaxation, and the partial relaxation RPF where we keep y variables as binary and relax the integrality of u variables as follows: In our experiments, we consider a single car type, a period of 5 minutes, a capacity of a station identical to its number of charging units, and only fast charging units. Through our demand forecasting method (detailed in Section 6.1), we generate instances that include requests with different origin-destination pairs than the ones in the original data file. We compute the revenue of these newly generated requests by using the formula of the original data based on the shortest path distances between the origin and the destination nodes. We obtain the shortest paths for walking and traveling times via Dijkstra's algorithm.
We conduct our experiments by using IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.7 in the Java environment on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2630 v3 CPU at 2.40GHz with 16 cores and 32 GB of RAM.
For the Dijkstra's algorithm, we use the implementation of the JGrapghT 1.0.1 package. We impose a one hour time limit and 16 GB memory limit to each experiment.
As the profit values are very small compared to the cost values of the data, in order to have solutions that open stations and serves customers, we introduce a parameter cost factor that divides the cost values. This parameter can also be considered as expected repetitions of similar requests in the long run. In our experiments, we use two different values, namely, 10 5 and 10 6 as cost factor. Moreover, we use
In the tables of this section, |K s | denote the number of requests in each scenario generated and this number is the same for every scenario of a single problem instance. The β w column gives the maximum walking time restriction in minutes, all other time values are given in seconds. The columns labelled 'Obj' give the solution value obtained from the corresponding method at termination due to optimality or resource limitations (time or memory). We report two types of gap percentages in our tables: g1(%) gives the gap relative to the best known PF solution value, say Obj * , then, g1(%) = 100 × [(Obj − Obj * )/Obj * ]; and g2(%) denotes the gap provided by CPLEX at the termination. We here note that for some instances, Obj * value might be obtained via the methods that we propose in Section 5. We further indicate the instances that cannot be solved to optimality within the time limit with 'TL' under the 'time' column. We do not hit the memory limit in any of the instances.
In Table 1 , we present the numbers related to pre-processing on problems with 100 scenarios and with and 200 scenarios. For each value of β w , column |K a | reports the total number of requests that satisfy accessibility and maximum length restrictions over all scenarios, |K ad | is the number of such distinct requests, and |H| is the total number of trips generated i.e. the cardinality of the u variables in the model. Finally, 'PP time' gives the total amount of time spent during the preprocessing of the corresponding instance.
We provide results regarding PF, its LP relaxation, and RPF for costf actor values 10 5 and 10 6 in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively, on instances with |S| = 100. In these tables, we observe that the LP relaxations provide very tight bounds with an average gap of 0.64% and 0.03% for 10 5 and 10 6 , respectively. The largest LP gap observed is 3.88% in Table 2 and 0.14% in Table 3 . As expected, PF spends a larger amount of time to solve problems with larger β w values. PF is not able to find any solution with a positive profit value in instances with β w = 15 mins and it spends all the time given for the presolve of CPLEX when |K s | ≥ 2000 for β w = 15.
We present similar results for |S| = 200 in Tables 4 and 5 . As the instances with β w = 15, |K s | ≥ 3000 are intractable, we omit corresponding problems for |S| = 200 tables.
Our experiments reveal that the computational difficulty increases parallel to the number of scenarios as the number of constraints and variables increases significantly. In order to overcome this difficulty, we describe a Benders decomposition algorithm in the following section.
Another interesting observation on these results is that the objective value of RPF is the same as the objective value of PF for almost every instance and the difference is very small for the nonidentical ones. As it will be explained in the next section, this observation encourages us to focus on two phase solution methodologies that will first focus on solving RPF which has less number variables with integrality restrictions compared to PF and then reach to the optimality of PF by using the information obtained from RPF.
Decomposition algorithm (BAC)
Before presenting the details of our algorithm, we give a general description of the Benders decomposition method [6] . For a mixed integer program with a group of integer variables and a group of continuous variables, the algorithm consists of solving the formulation by temporarily removing all continuous variables. This problem is called the master problem. Then, the Benders algorithm focuses on the dual of a subproblem, which is simply a restriction of the original problem where all the integer variables are fixed to the values of the master problem. From the dual problem, a so called feasibility cut for each extreme ray and an optimality cut for each extreme point is obtained. These cuts are added to the master problem to obtain another solution and the procedure is repeated. Since enumeration of all extreme rays and extreme points is not very practical, cutting plane algorithms are commonly used in the literature.
The convergence rate of the classical Benders decomposition method might be very slow especially if the subproblem is difficult to solve. On the other hand, it might be very efficient if the subproblem can be decomposed further into smaller and easy-to-solve problems as in multicommodity, multi-period, or multi-scenario problems [8] . Motivated by this fact, we aim further decomposing the second-stage problem of our two-stage recourse problem into smaller problems, each one corresponding to a single demand scenario. For this purpose, we decide to choose y, L 0 as first stage variables that are kept in the master problem and u, L as the variables of the subproblem. However, as u variables are integral, we cannot apply the classical Benders decomposition to PF without any further adaptations. On the other hand, with this type of categorization of variables, RPF is a good candidate for applying the Benders procedure as u, L variables are continuous in this model. In this case, we need additional steps to make sure that the optimal solution of our algorithm provides an integral vector u. Several successful adaptations of the classical Benders decomposition algorithm to different IP problems are available due to [9, 29, 36] . In our implementation, we use the "Combinatorial Benders cuts", which are first named by Codato and Fischetti [22] .
We implemented our Benders algorithm as a two phase method. In the first phase of our algorithm, we solve RPF with a classical Benders framework. Let v(RP F ) be the optimal value Otherwise, we move to the second phase of the algorithm. The motivation behind this first phase is the fact that RPF gives the optimal value of PF in most instances; so, the values of the first stage decision variables obtained from RPF might possibly provide a complete integral solution for PF and avoid excessive number of integrality checks for addition of relatively weak combinatorial cuts.
In Phase II, we restart a branch-and-cut framework for RPF and restrict the objective value with v(RP F ) from above. Then, for integer solutions of RPF tree, we solve individual subproblems with integrality restrictions on u variables for each scenario and add combinatorial Benders cuts if these subproblems are integer infeasible. Our experimental study reveals that the two-phase procedure converges faster than introducing the combinatorial cuts at the first phase in most instances and it is much more efficient in overall as most problems do not require the second phase. Now we present the details of Phase I and Phase II of our algorithm.
Phase I:
For practical reasons, we make a modification on our formulation so that we obtain only feasibility cuts from our dual subproblem. We define a nonnegative decision variable z s for each scenario s ∈ S and ensure that its value will be equal to the revenue obtained from that scenario as follows:
(2) − (11)
To solve (P F 2) in a Benders fashion, we keep z, y, L 0 variables in the master problem and deal only with u variables in the subproblem.
In order to make our master problem stronger, we introduce two sets of valid inequalities (18) and (19) . Thus, we solve (M P ) given below as the master problem of our Benders algorithm.
(9), (11) In this formulation, N O k and N D k denote the set of stations accessible by, respectively, origin and destination, of request k ∈ K. Once we introduce fixed values (z, y, L 0 ) to our subproblem, we observe that it can be decomposed into |S| problems, one for each scenario, that can be solved independently.
At this point, we make some simplifications and modifications to have smaller number of constraints and variables in our primal and dual subproblems. The first observation is as follows:
(ii) L ts j ≤ C j y j , ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T, s ∈ S : By Constraints (5), h∈Ss µ t hj u h ≤ C j y j + h∈Ss b t hj u h − L ts j , ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T, s ∈ S. Moreover, h∈Ss λ (t+1) hj u h ≤ h∈Ss µ t hj u h , ∀j ∈ J, t < τ as the number of cars who finished recharging at t + 1 cannot be larger than the number of cars being charged at t. Then, h∈Ss λ
Moreover, the following replacement of L ts j is possible due to Constraints (6) and (7):
If we replace L ts j with the right hand side of (21) throughout PF2 and omit equality Constraints (6) and (7), we obtain a formulation with z, y, u, L 0 variables only. Then, for each scenario s ∈ S, we can express the corresponding subproblem (SP s ) as follows:
Let LP s denote the linear programming (LP) relaxation of SP s , where the integrality restriction on u variables is removed, therefore, 0 ≤ u h ≤ 1, ∀h ∈ S s ; DLP s denote the dual of LP s ; and α, k , γ jh , θ jt , and ω jt be the dual variables associated with Constraints (23)- (27), respectively. Here, we note that u h ≤ 1 restriction is already satisfied due to (24) and (25) ∀h ∈ S s , so, we do not include an additional set of constraints for this restriction. Then, we can express DLP s as follows:
In our implementation, we introduce α ≤ 1 to (DLP s ) and associate unboundedness of the problem with a negative objective value. Therefore, as soon as the optimal value obtained from (DLP s ) is negative, we add feasibility cuts (35) to our master problem. An important property of DLP s is that the feasible region of the model does not change by the solution of the master problem. We make use of this property by generating the individual dual problems once in our implementation and changing only the objective function at each iteration. This modification in the implementation improves the efficiency of our algorithm significantly.
In addition to every integral solution of the branch-and-bound tree, we add feasibility cuts (35) for violated fractional solutions at the root node as well. We use the LazyConstraintCallback and UserCutCallback of CPLEX for separation of, respectively, integral and fractional solutions.
After this branch-and-cut first phase, the feasibility of the optimal solution is checked as follows. Let v(RP F ) be the optimal value of RPF and (y * , L * ) be the optimal values of the first stage variables (y, L 0 ). Then, we solve PF by fixing values of (y, L 0 ) variables to (y * , L * ) to see if there exists an integer feasible solution for RP with objective value v(RP F ). If yes, we stop as we have an optimal solution of PF on hand. Otherwise, we move to the second phase of the algorithm.
Phase II:
In order to start Phase II, we make use of v(RP F ) and (y * , L * ) obtained from Phase I. At this stage, we introduce a new set of binary variables x that will represent integral L 0 variables with the variable transformation L 0 j = C j m=1 mx jm , j ∈ J in MP. Doing so, we can introduce combinatorial Benders cuts associated with these variables when needed. We further add the following constraints to MP:
Similar to Phase I, we solve DLP s for separation not only at integer solutions of the branchand-bound tree but also at fractional solutions at the root node. But this time, the separation cut would be (38).
Additionally, once DLP s is bounded (i.e. LP s feasible) for every s ∈ S, we check if we have an integral solution for SP M ax s for the current (y, x) values of the master problem iteratively for s = 1, . . . , |S|.
s.t. (24) − (28).
If SP M ax s is infeasible for some s ∈ S, we add the combinatorial feasibility cut (40) and do not check integer feasibility for the remaining subproblems. If SP M ax s is feasible but the optimal value is greater than z s for some s ∈ S, then we add the optimality cut (41). This cut requires either the value of z s variable to be tightened by h∈Ss p h u * h for the same (y, x) solution or to change the value of y j for some j ∈ J or x jm for some (j, m) where j ∈ J, m = 1, . . . , C j . At the termination of this branch-and-cut procedure, we obtain an optimal solution for PF.
where u * is the solution vector obtained from SP M ax s of s ∈ S and
(1 − x jm ).
Computational Study on BAC
In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the experimental study on our algorithm. Before going into this analysis, we briefly describe our demand generation method in Section 6.1.
Demand Forecasting Models
In order to generate multiple demand scenarios which follow the pattern of the available data to certain extent, we fit the data into several probability distribution (mass) functions (PDF) from the literature. Among these PDFs, we choose the one that gives the minimum of least squared errors and generated scenarios, each with a certain number of requests. Finally, we compute the probability of scenarios based on the probability of individual requests in each scenario. Below we provide the details of our method to obtain probability distributions associated with the occurrence of customer requests based on the historical data on hand and generate scenarios by using these probability distributions. We initially retrieve the following parametric values from the Manhattan data to use in our demand generation method:
• O u,t : The number of requests with origin u ∈ V and starting time t ∈ T .
• D v,t : The number of requests with destination v ∈ V and starting time t ∈ T .
• P u,v,t : The number of requests with origin u ∈ V , destination v ∈ V , and starting time t ∈ T .
• d uv : The traveling time from u ∈ V to v ∈ V .
Then, we propose to obtain a probability distribution P such that P u,v,t is the probability that a request from node u ∈ V to node v ∈ V with starting time zone t ∈ T . In our experiments, we try fitting the probabilities in one of the following forms:
Functions (1) and (2) are gravity models used in estimation of demand in communication and transportation systems [30] and Functions (3) and (4) are derived from the well-known Gaussian function.
We obtain the values of ψ, φ, σ, ξ parameters in the above functions by solving the following nonlinear least squares problem:
To solve this problem, we initially focus on the minimization function (42) without restrictions (43) and (44). We solve this minimization problem by using the nonlinear least squares method of MATLAB. Once we obtain the optimal ψ, φ, σ, ξ values, we normalize the P u,v,t values to ensure constraints (43) and (44).
The computational experiments we conduct to compare the least squares values obtained from the three probability distributions reveal that the Function (4) provides the smallest one (slightly better than (3)). Therefore, we decide to use this function for our scenario generation steps.
After obtaining the probabilities for each {u, v, t} pair in the data, where u is the origin node for some k 1 ∈ K, v is the destination node for some k 2 ∈ K, and t is the starting time for k 1 and k 2 , we generate scenarios by using the datasample function of MATLAB based on these probabilities. This function generates a random sample of elements with given probabilities and sample size. Let us denote S = {1, 2, . . . , |S|} as the index set corresponding to the scenarios that we generate and K s as the set of requests in scenario s ∈ S, that is, |S| is the number of scenarios and |K s | is the number of requests in scenario s ∈ S. Then, one can form the scenarios in two ways: 1) Call datasample function to generate |S| × |K s | requests and form |S| scenarios of |K s | requests. 2) Call datasample for |S| times and generate |K s | requests at step s = 1, 2, . . . , |S|. In our implementation, we choose the latter one and obtain an independent output file for each scenario. Here, we note that as the number of {u, v, t} combinations which do not exist as requests in the original data might be excessive, we include only the {u, v} pairs that appear at least twice in the data.
After we generate the scenarios, we also need to obtain the probability q s associated with each scenario s ∈ S.
Let q k = P O k ,D k ,T k be the probability that request k will occur, then, q 0 s = k∈Ks q k is the probability that requests in scenario K s will occur together since the requests are independent from each other. In order to ensure that the probabilities of the scenarios sum up to 1, we normalize these values by setting q s = q 0 s /( s∈S q 0 s ).
Results
In addition to the metrics reported in earlier tables, we also report here the number of nodes explored in the branch-and-bound tree (nodes) and the number of stations opened in the best solution (|J|). Moreover, regarding our algorithms, we give the number of integral and fractional solutions separated during branch-and-cut procedures via columns 'lazy' and 'user', respectively. In Tables 6 and 7 , we compare model PF with algorithm BAC for costf actor values 10 5 and 10 6 , respectively, on instances with |S| = 100. In these tables, we see that BAC performs better in tackling instances with large β w values and instances with |K s | ≥ 4000. However, the problems with β w = 15 become intractable also by BAC when |K s | ≥ 3000. Among the problems that we can obtain feasible solutions, we need Phase II only in four instances for 10 5 and in two instances for 10 6 . The average gap from the best solution is 0.16% for 10 5 and 0.00% for 10 6 . The maximum gap is 1.96% for 10 5 and 0.03% for 10 6 . Considering the solution times and values, BAC performs better in 21 of 35 instances for 10 5 and in 24 of 35 instances for 10 6 .
In Tables 8 and 9 , we compare model PF with algorithm BAC on instances with |S| = 200. Through these tables, we see that both PF and BAC needed more time on average to reach optimality. They hit the time limit for larger number of instances but the average and maximum gaps from the best solution value were much larger for PF compared to BAC. The better performance of BAC compared to PF becomes more visible in these tables. BAC is able to find very high quality solutions within one hour for most instances whereas PF struggles with finding a non-zero feasible solution in many of them. The difference is more obvious in Table 9 where the cost values are lower. Model PF hits the time limit in fifteen problems of Table 9 whereas BAC does so in only eight instances.
On average, BAC needs to visit more branch-and-bound nodes than PF and usually, it needs to separate a larger number of fractional solutions than integer solutions even though the fractional solutions are separated only at the root node.
When we look at the number of stations opened, we see that this number is larger when cost values are larger. An important observation here is that the increase in the number of stations opened when β w is increased from 5 minutes to 6 minutes is more significant compared to other increments, for example, from 6 minutes to 7 minutes. This is worth to express as most recent works in the literature restrict the walking time by 5 minutes but we see through our experiments that a one-minute increase of this parameter might cover a much larger portion of the demand and yield a significant increase in the expected profit.
Stabilization
When we compare the performance of BAC on problems with |S| = 200 with those of |S| = 100, we observe that more iterations of separation are needed in Phase I of the algorithm and Phase II iterations are needed in a larger portion of problems, seven problems with the high cost values and eight problems with the low cost values. To overcome these difficulties, we introduce a stabilization procedure that enables addition of potentially stronger cuts for separation of infeasible solutions at individual iterations of our Benders algorithm. This method was originally proposed by Ben-Ameur and Neto [5] for cutting-plane and column generation algorithms and it was successfully adapted to several Benders decomposition implementations [28, 17, 40] .
In the original form of our algorithm, for each optimal solution, say π m = (z m , y m , L m ), we solve the dual of subproblem SP 1 for π m and add a cut associated with π m to our master problem if there is a violation and move to subproblem SP 2 to solve its dual for π m and repeat for each subproblem. Now, instead of moving to next subproblem immediately after finding a violation with the current one, we do the following: Let π f be a global feasible solution to the original problem PF and ϕ ∈ (0, 1). We find another point π 1 = ϕπ m + (1 − ϕ)π f that is located on the line segment 
Figure 2: A sample stabilization iteration between π m and π f , and check if the dual of the current subproblem is violated by this point π 1 . If yes, then we obtain a potentially stronger cut that separates both π m and π 1 , so, we add the new cut to our master problem. Then, we move to another point π 2 = ϕπ 1 + (1 − ϕ)π f and check if there is a violation. If there is no violation, we move to another point π 3 = ϕπ 1 + (1 − ϕ)π 2 and we keep moving on the line segment between the last feasible point and the last separation point found for certain number of iterations. In our implementation, we move for only two iterations between π m and π f for each subproblem and then, we move to the next subproblem to repeat the same stabilization steps. We further choose ϕ = 0.5 in our experiments. We provide an illustration of the stabilization procedure on a sample polyhedra in Figure 2) . A summary of the results comparing the performance BAC with and without stabilization is presented in Tables 10-14 . Detailed results can be found in Tables 16-25 in Appendix A. Even though there is not an absolute winner among the two methods, the stabilized version performs slightly better on average solving time. It is also better on the average gap for instances with |S| = 100, 300, 400 whereas the non-stabilized version is better for those with |S| = 200, 500. Stabilization decreases the average number of LazyConstraintCallback iterations in all tables for low cost values and it decreases the average number of UserCutCallback iterations by around 50% in each table for both high and low cost cases. The impact of stabilisation on the number of nodes explored does not follow a clear pattern and it is difficult to draw any conclusion on this aspect.
We provide a summary of our observations regarding the effects of changes in parameters costf actor, β w , |S|, |K s | on problem outputs in Table 15 .
When we look at the detailed comparison of the stabilized and non-stabilized BAC in Tables  16-25 , we see that the stabilization is helpful in solving more challenging problems that the nonstabilized version could not handle easily but it does provide much improvement on the instances For the remaining problems, both algorithms give solutions of the optimal objective value and they are proven to be optimal in both versions for all except one, for which the optimality can be proven only by the stabilized version.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a strategic decision-making problem arising in the design of a one-way station based electric car sharing system that operates under demand uncertainty. The strategic decisions include the number and location of the recharging stations which need to be selected meticulously as opening of these kind of facilities requires large amount of investment in money and time, and it is undesirable to replace them frequently. Our model takes into account the potential customer demand based on a relevant historical data and the expected revenue of the demand portion that could be served in a feasible way with the opened stations. As we aim to solve this problem optimally, we develop a mathematical formulation and a Benders decomposition algorithm that we further enrich with a stabilization procedure. We observe that our algorithm has the potential to solve real size problems to optimality, if not we can obtain very high quality solutions within very short amount of time.
We observe through our experimental study that the problem is harder to solve when the costs (station opening and car possession) are higher and as expected, less number of stations are operated and less profit is made. Moreover, even a small portion of increase in the maximum walking distance for customers increases the profit significantly. Therefore, the accessibility measures should be selected very carefully when operating the system. The accessibility measures can also be used as a parameter in formation of pricing strategies. Another parameter that needs to be taken into account in design or operation of electric car sharing systems is the number of different demand scenarios. As we observe in this study, considering too few scenarios in taking decisions might cause an overestimation of the actual profit or misplacement of stations. The length of the planning horizon is also very effective in the profit of the system constructed. We observe that the profit increases as the number of requests per scenario increases, which can be interpreted as a longer planning period. A future study could focus on deciding the optimal length of the planning horizon for strategic decisions such as location of stations or recharging units.
The main focus of this work is on exact methods but the methods we propose can be easily modified or combined with practical procedures to obtain near optimal solutions.
As mentioned in Section 3, we can easily adapt our methods to more complicated variations of the problem we proposed here. These variations include considering time-dependent travelling time and energy consumption as well as visiting intermediate stations. An interesting and more challenging extension would be to relax full battery restriction for availability and develop methods that can ensure sufficient battery at the beginning of each trip. In this case, an additional index for each operating car would be needed and the mathematical models might have problems in tackling large scale problems. On the other hand, some meta-heuristic methods might be developed to solve these problems heuristically. 
